Background Sequence optimization in neonates might improve detection sensitivity of abnormalities for a variety of conditions. However this has been historically challenging because tissue properties such as the longitudinal relaxation time and proton density differ significantly between neonates and adults. Objective To optimize the magnetization-prepared rapid gradient echo (MP-RAGE) sequence to enhance both signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and contrast-to-noise ratio (CNR) efficiencies. Materials and methods We optimized neonatal MP-RAGE sequence through (1) reducing receive bandwidth to decrease noise, (2) shortening acquisition train length (acquisition number per repetition time or total number of read-out radiofrequency rephrasing pulses) using slice partial Fourier acquisition and (3) simulating the solution of Bloch's equation under optimal receive bandwidth and acquisition train length. Using the optimized sequence parameters, we scanned 12 healthy full-term infants within 2 weeks of birth and four preterm infants at 40 weeks' corrected age. Results Compared with a previously published neonatal protocol, we were able to reduce the total scan time by reduce the total scan time by 60% and increase the average SNR efficiency by 160% (P<0.001) and the average CNR efficiency by 26% (P=0.029). Conclusion Our in vivo neonatal brain imaging experiments confirmed that both SNR and CNR efficiencies significantly increased with our proposed protocol. Our proposed optimization methodology could be readily extended to other populations (e.g., older children, adults), as well as different organ systems, field strengths and MR sequences.
Introduction
Two-dimensional rather than three-dimensional (3-D) T1-weighted brain MR imaging is used routinely in neonatal clinical studies because it can be acquired in a shorter time [1] . However the tradeoff of lower resolution along the slice direction compromises the image quality of reformatted images in the other two planes and increases partial volume effects. As a result, morphometry-based applications are limited in 2-D scans. The magnetization-prepared rapid gradient echo (MP-RAGE) sequence combines the power of magnetization-prepared imaging and rapid 3-D gradient echo acquisition techniques [2] . Quantitative measurements of regional tissue volumes afforded by 3-D acquisition have shown promise in investigating the impact of premature birth [3] [4] [5] [6] and its related pathology [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] . In general, the gain in resolution is at the expense of the elongated scan time. Researchers have long been interested in optimizing sequence parameters to achieve a good trade-off among resolution, tissue contrast-to-noise, and scan time.
MP-RAGE has been optimized for structural brain imaging in adults [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] . However sequence optimization in neonates has been historically challenging. Neonatal brains exhibit reversed white matter-gray matter contrast on T1-weighted scans. Additionally, the relative contrast difference is considerably less in neonates than in adults -the maximum theoretical contrast for neonates is approximately 1/3 of that for adults at 3 T (T) [20] [21] [22] -which makes T1-weighted sequence optimization for neonates more challenging. Although investigators have optimized MP-RAGE sequence parameters for neonates, resulting in improved image contrast [21] , the protocol has limited clinical applicability because of its prolonged scan time (~9 min).
In a previous paper [19] we optimized the MP-RAGE sequence through computer simulations of the solution of Bloch's equation for adult brain scans. We developed an optimal k-space sampling strategy and validated the approach with in vivo studies of human adults. We did not consider the potential effects of acquisition or echo train on image quality and acquisition efficiency [23] because the impact of varying these parameters is relatively small for adult brains. In this paper, we studied a new method to optimize the MP-RAGE sequence for neonatal brains, which included: (1) reducing receive bandwidth to decrease noise, (2) shortening acquisition train length (acquisition number along the slice-selection direction per repetition time or total number of read-out radiofrequency pulses) using slice partial Fourier acquisition, (3) optimizing k-space strategy and (4) optimizing effective inversion recovery time. In addition, we performed in vivo neonatal brain imaging to validate our MP-RAGE sequence optimization.
Materials and methods

Subjects
This study is part of an investigation into brain development and neurodevelopmental outcomes for very preterm infants (≤32 weeks' gestation) cared for in the neonatal intensive care unit at Nationwide Children's Hospital. We recruited a comparison group of healthy full-term control infants from the wellbaby nursery at The Ohio State University Medical Center and the newborn nursery at Riverside Methodist Hospital. We excluded preterm infants with known structural congenital central nervous system anomalies, congenital chromosomal anomalies, or congenital cyanotic cardiac defects. Additionally, we excluded full-term infants who were small or large for gestational age and those with a history of perinatal distress or complications. None of the term infants exhibited any signs of parenchymal brain injury or delayed brain development on anatomical MRI. Brain MRI was performed at termequivalent age for preterm infants and 1-2 weeks after birth for term infants. The Nationwide Children's Hospital institutional review board approved this study and we obtained written parental informed consent for every child prior to imaging.
Computer simulation
The MP-RAGE sequence is composed of 3-D inversion recovery α and N equally spaced readout radiofrequency pulses of flip angle θ and echo spacing τ. Repetition time (TR) is defined as the time interval between two successive inversion recovery pulses:
where τ is echo spacing time, N is the total number of readout radiofrequency pulses, TI is the time interval between the inversion recovery pulse and the first radiofrequency readout pulse, and TD is delay time. In order to simplify the formula for signal intensity, we defined:
and μ = δ · cos (θ). The acquisition train length was defined as the actual number of phase encoding along the sliceselection direction or the total number of read-out radiofrequency pulses, which is the product of the nominal number of slices and slice partial Fourier factor. T 1 is spin-lattice relaxation time.
Signal intensity S i from the i th read-out radiofrequency pulse can be described using the solution of Bloch's equation [19] :
where
During the simulation, we assume the noise σ is white [24] , i.e. it is constant for all tissues. M 0 is equilibrium magnetization. Additionally, we also assume that α is 180°for all simulations. The signal-to-noise (SNR) efficiency SNR i, eff from the i th read-out radiofrequency pulse can be described as:
The tissue contrast-to-noise (CNR) efficiency CNR i, eff between tissue 1 and tissue 2 from the i th read-out radiofrequency pulse can be described as:
A computer is used to simulate the solution of Bloch's equation and determine the optimal imaging parameters to achieve maximum CNR efficiency CNR i, eff for desired spatial resolution and within known hardware specifications.
We assume perfect spoiling of transverse magnetization after each inversion and before each excitation pulse while ignoring relaxation effects during radiofrequency excitation. The solution of Bloch's equation (Eq. 1) can be simplified for the steady state to investigate the effects of major imaging parameters on tissue signal and contrast (Eq. 3). This is based on the known neonatal tissue properties [20, 21, 25 ] at 3.0 T ( Table 1) . A major source of noise in MR imaging is electronic noise, which is relatively evenly spread across all frequencies. A wider receiver bandwidth includes more such noise. Decreasing the bandwidth by a factor of 2 results in an increase in the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) by a factor of √2. The narrowest bandwidth that a scanner can achieve is known, and then the corresponding echo spacing τ is set. This correspondence is available from the settings of each specific scanner. For the 3-T Siemens Skyra scanner, the narrowest receiver bandwidth of 140 Hz/pixel corresponds to a τ of 8.5 ms.
In vivo brain imaging
We scanned all infants on a 3-T Skyra scanner (Siemens, Malvern, PA) that was equipped with a 32-channel head coil. The scans were conducted during natural sleep after infants were fed, swaddled and restrained using a Med-Vac vacuum fixation device (CFI Medical, Fenton, MI). MRI noise was minimized using Insta-Puffy Silicone Earplugs (E.A.R. Inc., Boulder, CO). Based on the simulation, we obtained structural images using the following optimized MP-RAGE parameters: TR/TE=2,130/2.9 ms, τ=8.5 ms, field of view (FOV) 174×192 mm, matrix 174×192, number of slices 120, slice thickness 1 mm, partial Fourier factor of 6/8, TI eff =1,610 ms, flip angle θ=12°, pixel bandwidth 140 Hz/pixel, and parallel image acquisition with an accelerator factor of 2. The in-plane phase-encoding is along the left-right direction of the brain. The total scan time was 3 min 32 s.
Previously recommended optimal imaging parameters [21] for neonatal brain imaging on a 3-T Innovative system are: TR/TE=7,000/5 ms, τ=14 ms, matrix 120×120, FOV 160×160, θ=10 o , partial Fourier factor of 1, TI eff =2,250 ms. We attempted to reproduce this protocol on our 3-T Siemens Skyra scanner. To make the study more comparable and prevent loss of image quality, we adjusted the matrix and FOV size to 174×192 and reduced TE from 5 ms to 2.9 ms (the shorter TE improves signal intensity and reduces susceptibility artifacts), with a corresponding τ of 8.5 ms. The total scan time for this sequence was 9 min 8 s, similar to the original sequence [21] . In order to reduce the effect of motion on neonatal brain imaging, we ran both protocols (previous and present) but selected the order randomly.
Preterm
We scanned four preterm infants (demographic information is listed in Table 2 ) at 40 weeks' corrected age (when magnetic tissue properties can be assumed to be same as term infants) to demonstrate the effects of varying the acquisition train length on in vivo brain images. In other words, to validate the effects of acquisition train length on image quality for partial Fourier factor other than 6/8 (acquisition train length 90), we acquired additional images with partial Fourier factor of 7/8 (acquisition train length 105) and 1 (acquisition train length 120).
Full term
We scanned 12 healthy full-term infants (Table 2 ) within 2 weeks of birth. Of the 12 full-term infants (all completed with shorter scan time using our proposed protocol), only 6 remained cooperative to complete the scan with the longer modified protocol [21] . The remaining 6 scans could not be completed or were corrupted by significant head motion because of the prolonged scan time.
Qualitative performance evaluation MR-RAGE images acquired using the previously published sequence and our proposed sequence were assessed by a pediatric neuroradiologist in a blinded fashion for SNR and tissue contrast utilizing a grading scale of 1 to 5, with 5 representing the highest SNR and tissue contrast. The two grades were averaged to provide an overall image-quality grade.
Quantitative performance evaluation
We estimated SNR=μ signal /δ noise , where μ signal is the global mean tissue intensity (excluding non-brain tissues) and δ noise is the standard deviation of image noise (assuming noise has a Gaussian distribution). Similarly, we estimated contrast-tonoise ratio CNR=(μ GM − μ WM )/δ noise where μ GM and μ WM are the mean tissue intensities of the gray matter and white matter, respectively. Next, we evaluated the optimization performance using SNR and CNR efficiencies, which are defined as SNR and CNR per square root of the total scan time (TA in seconds), respectively:
). To calculate the global mean tissue intensities of the gray matter and white matter, we first obtained tissue probability maps by conducting brain tissue segmentation using SPM 8 (University College London, UK) with neonatal tissue probability priors [26] . We then generated a gray matter and white matter binary mask by converting membership probabilities to hard/binary assignments. Instead of using the conventional approach of assigning a single tissue type to each pixel according to the highest degree of membership, we eliminated all pixels with less than 70% membership probability. In other words, we only labeled pixels with a very high probability (≥70%) of gray matter or white matter membership. We excluded pixels that were affected by partial volume effects and field inhomogeneity from the SNR and CNR efficiency calculations. We extracted gray matter and white matter tissues by superimposing gray matter and white matter binary masks onto the original images. We estimated image noise level δ noise using weak textured patches via principal components analysis [27] .
Results
Computer simulation
With steady-state approximation and a fixed τ of 8.5 ms, we simulated signal intensity and tissue contrast efficiencies as functions of flip angle θ according to Eq. 1. As shown in Fig. 1 [28] , both white matter-gray matter and white mattercerebrospinal fluid contrast efficiencies rapidly increase with CNR contrast-to-noise ratio increasing flip angles starting from 1°, reach their maxima at a flip angle around 12°and decline slightly above 12°. The tissue contrast curves are almost flat for flip angles between 10°and 14°. In other words, the flip angle has a minimum effect on tissue contrast when between 10°and 14°. In Fig. 2 , the maximal signal intensities of white matter, gray matter and cerebrospinal fluid reach their maxima at a flip angle of 13°. The maximal signal intensity and tissue contrast are achieved at slightly different flip angles. We chose 12°as the optimal flip angle to maximize tissue contrast without sacrificing too much signal intensity. In 3-D fast (turbo) spin-echo (FSE) pulse sequences, longer echo train durations (the number of 180°radiofrequency refocusing pulses) can result in degraded image contrast and increased artifacts, such as blurring at high spatial frequencies [23, 29] ; similarly, acquisition train length can also affect MP-RAGE image quality. Inspired by the optimization strategy of Mugler et al. [23, 30] , we optimized acquisition train length for the MP-RAGE sequence with consideration of the tradeoff between it and spatial resolution using partial-Fourier acquisition [31, 32] . The effect of acquisition train length on normalized gray matter-white matter contrast efficiency is simulated at an arbitrary inversion recovery time. As shown in Fig. 3 , gray matter-white matter contrast efficiency reduces with increasing acquisition train length. In other words, theoretically, maximal gray matter-white matter contrast efficiency is achieved at the minimal acquisition train length. However in practice it is restricted by scan time, field of view and slice thickness (i.e. resolution along slice direction) for MP-RAGE sequence acquisitions. With a desired spatial resolution of 1 mm, the total number of slices per slab needs to be at least 120 to cover a whole neonatal brain. In the settings of the 3-T Siemens Skyra scanner, once the slice-per-slab number of 120 is set, acquisition train length has three optional values of 120, 105 and 90, with corresponding slice partial Fourier factors of 1, 7/8 and 6/8, respectively. Because our simulation had shown that the shorter the acquisition train length, the higher the tissue contrast, we selected 90 to be the optimal value.
The data in k-space center represent low spatial frequencies and therefore object shapes and the contrast of an image. Low spatial frequency components have the highest amplitude, contributing most to image contrast. High spatial frequency components in the periphery of the k-space have lower amplitudes with little effect on image contrast or general object shapes but with greater effect on sharpness as they encode edge information. The higher the spatial frequency the kspace covers, the higher the spatial resolution of the image. Therefore the k-space zero line largely determines image contrast. As for the MP-RAGE sequence with a rectilinear kspace trajectory, each temporal position of the radiofrequency pulse (i.e. the read-out radiofrequency pulse number i) has a different tissue contrast. The k-space optimization is performed by determining the temporal position of the radiofrequency pulse (i.e. the read-out radiofrequency pulse number i max ) that leads to the maximum tissue contrast according to Eq. 2. We simulated the normalized cerebrospinal fluid signal intensity efficiency and normalized gray matter-white matter contrast efficiency with temporal position of read-out radiofrequency pulse i over different effective inversion recovery times TI eff , as shown in Figs. 4 and 5 [28] . When TI eff >600, at lower (i≤20) temporal positions of the read-out radiofrequency pulse, both signal intensity and tissue contrast efficiencies show higher values; however when TI eff <600, there is a dipand-rebound on signal intensity efficiency as well as dramatic Fig. 2 Simulation of white matter, gray matter and cerebrospinal fluid signal intensity efficiencies as functions of flip angle. At a fixed echo spacing time of 8.5 ms, simulated signal-to-noise ratio efficiencies reach their maxima at a flip angle of 13°. SNR signal-to-noise ratio low values for tissue contrast efficiency. To exclude this inconsistent trend, we suggest that the optimal temporal positions of the read-out radiofrequency pulse i should be greater than 20. When i>20, the signal and tissue contrast efficiencies show higher values with higher TI eff (>600) compared with lower TI eff . With higher TI eff (>600), signal intensity and contrast efficiencies decrease with increasing i and reach steady states when i is around 65 and 40, respectively. Therefore, we suggest the optimal temporal positions of the read-out radiofrequency pulse to be as small as possible with a minimum value of 20. Generally, the partial Fourier encoding can be performed by omitting the slice-selection direction phase encoding either at the beginning or at the end of the readout train. For the MP-RAGE sequence on a Siemens scanner, the partial Fourier encoding is performed by omitting slicedirection phase encoding at the beginning. With slice partial Fig. 4 Simulation of normalized cerebrospinal fluid signal intensity efficiency as functions of temporal position of read-out radiofrequency pulse over different effective inversion recovery times. RF radiofrequency, SNR signal-tonoise ratio Fig. 3 The effect of acquisition train length on normalized gray matter-white matter contrast efficiency. The gray matter-white matter contrast efficiency decreases with increasing acquisition train length at an arbitrary given inversion recovery time. CNR contrast-to-noise ratio Fourier factors of 1, 7/8 or 6/8, the k-space center can only be shifted to the center of the nominal slice acquisition number N, 3 N/8, and N/4 from the beginning of the readout train, respectively. For example, to acquire a total of 120 slices per slab, the earliest acquisition that a 3-T Siemens Skyra scanner can achieve is when the temporal position of the read-out radiofrequency pulse is at 30, which corresponds to a slice partial Fourier factor of 6/8.
We simulated normalized gray matter-white matter contrast efficiency with different effective inversion recovery time TI eff over optional values of acquisition train length (Fig. 6 ). It first showed that the normalized gray matter-white matter contrast efficiency increases by approximately 40% when acquisition train length decreases from 120 to 90. This is consistent with the observation we made in Fig. 3 that the shorter the acquisition train length, the higher the tissue contrast. By   Fig. 5 Simulation of normalized gray matter-white matter contrast efficiency as a function of temporal position of read-out radiofrequency pulse over different effective inversion recovery times. CNR contrast-tonoise ratio, RF radiofrequency Fig. 6 Simulation of normalized gray matter-white matter contrast efficiency as functions of effective inversion recovery time with different acquisition train lengths. Gray matter-white matter contrast efficiency is greatest with an acquisition train length of 90 and reaches its maximum at effective inversion recovery time of~1,600. CNR contrast-to-noise ratio examining the simulation results (acquisition train length 90), we found that gray matter-white matter contrast efficiency reaches its maximum at TI eff around 1,600 ms and maintains this maximum value with a negligible decline when TI eff is further increased. Therefore, we selected the optimal TI eff to be around 1,600 ms.
The effect of delay time (TD) on SNR and CNR efficiencies is also simulated according to Eqs. 2 and 3. The results are identical to those for adult brains [19] . That is, both SNR and CNR efficiencies reduce monotonously with increasing delay time. Thus the optimal delay time is set to zero, and optimal TR ¼ TI þ N 2 Á τ is around 2,130 ms. In summary, according to our simulations shown in Figs. 1,  2 , 3, 4, 5 and 6, by balancing the theoretical recommendation and practical constraints, the optimal imaging parameters of the MP-RAGE sequence for neonatal imaging with a resolution of 1 mm (total slice number of 120 to cover a whole brain) for a 3-T Siemens Skyra scanner are flip angle 12°, echo space time 8.5 ms, effective inversion recovery time around 1,600 ms, slice partial Fourier factor of 6/8, and TR of 2,130 ms.
In vivo brain imaging
Preterm infants
To demonstrate the effects of varying the acquisition train length on in vivo brain images, we scanned four preterm infants at 40 weeks' corrected age. In other words, to validate the effects of acquisition train length on image quality for partial Fourier factors other than 6/8 (acquisition train length 90), we acquired additional images with partial Fourier factor of 7/8 (acquisition train length 105) and 1 (acquisition train length 120). All four MP-RAGE images were evaluated visually and determined to be of high quality with no or minimal artifacts. Figure 7 displays an example comparing images and their k-space representation of a preterm infant brain acquired at different acquisition train lengths. Qualitatively, signal intensity and contrast increased with decreasing acquisition train length. By transforming data from the image domain to kspace domain, we investigated the effect of acquisition train length on k-space spectrum. Visually, the magnitude of low spatial frequency components (near/at the center) was lowest with an acquisition train length of 120 and highest with an acquisition train length of 90; conversely, the magnitude of high spatial-frequency components (near the four corners) was highest with an acquisition train length of 120 and lowest with an acquisition train length of 90 (Fig. 7) . Quantitative analysis in Fig. 8 exhibits consistency with Fig. 7 , showing that decreasing acquisition train length improved the magnitude of low spatial frequency components while reducing the magnitude of high spatial frequency components in k-space. As a result, magnitude increment of low spatial frequency components increased SNR, while magnitude decrement of high spatial frequency components decreased spatial image resolution to a certain extent. Further quantitative analysis based on four preterm infants' scans suggested that when we decreased acquisition train length from 120 to 90, SNR efficiency increased on average from 5.9 to 11.1 (s -1/2 ) (by 88%) and CNR efficiency improved from 1.18 to 2.11 (by 79%). Student's paired t-test confirmed these improvements were significantly different, with P-value of 0.003 and <0.001, respectively. In summary, in vivo imaging validated our simulation results, which also showed that shortening acquisition train length in MP-RAGE acquisition significantly increased both signal intensity and tissue contrast.
Full-term infants
The MP-RAGE images for six healthy full-term infants were determined to be of high quality with no or minimal artifacts upon visual inspection. Figure 9 [28] shows sample images from a full-term infant obtained using our optimized imaging parameters compared to previously recommended parameters [21] . The tissue contrast appears similar between both sets of parameters. Similar structural details were captured and no apparent artifacts (except for mild motion) were observed in both images. The maximum gray-scale (indicating signal intensity) value used to display the image with optimized parameters was 300, while it was 250 to display the image with the previously recommended parameters. This implies that image signal intensity obtained using our optimized protocol was higher than that obtained using the previously published protocol [21] . We investigated whether our protocol Fig. 8 Quantitative analysis of the effect of acquisition train length on kspace spectrum. Shorter acquisition train length corresponds to higher magnitude of low spatial frequency components and lower magnitude of high spatial frequency components Fig. 9 In vivo brain images from a full-term male neonate (gestational age: 40.6 weeks and post menstrual age at scan: 41.9 weeks) acquired with our optimized parameters (a) and previously published parameters (b). Gray-scale bars show the signal intensity values. Signal intensity in (a) is higher than that in (b) introduced new artifacts, such as blurring. By transforming image data back to k-space domain, we observed that the magnitude of k-space data acquired with our protocol was higher than that acquired with the previous protocol at low spatial frequencies as well as middle and high spatial frequencies (Fig. 10) . Therefore, our protocol did not reduce image sharpness, because it did not affect high-frequency components in k-space.
A pediatric neuroradiologist (B.M.K.-F.) with over 15 years of experience reviewed the six sets of MP-RAGE images acquired using the previously published and our proposed sequences in a blinded fashion. The average SNR, tissue contrast scores and the overall quality grade of the images acquired using the previously published sequence were 3.33, 3.83 and 3.58; those acquired while using our proposed sequence were 3.83, 4.50 and 4.17, respectively.
Quantitative comparisons of SNR and CNR efficiencies are shown in Table 3 for the six full-term newborns. The CNR efficiency of the images acquired using the previous protocol ranged from 1.4 to 2.3, with a mean of 1.8, while the range acquired with our optimized protocol was 1.8 to 2.6, with a mean of 2.3. Thus the average CNR efficiency was 26% higher with our protocol (P=0.029). In addition, the range of SNR efficiency of the images acquired using the previously published protocol [21] was 4.5 to 6.2, with a mean of 5.4, while the range acquired with our protocol was 12.6 to 15.1, with a mean of 14.1; the average SNR efficiency was 160% higher with our protocol (P<0.001).
Discussion
In this study we applied known neonatal brain tissue properties of T1, T2 and proton density to simulate the solution of Bloch's equation. The specific narrow window of postmenstrual age near term-equivalent age to study our preterm and term infants was chosen because it is the most common time point when clinicians and researchers perform brain MRI for prognostication in very preterm infants and term infants with neonatal hypoxic-ischemic encephalopathy [33, 34] . In addition, published data suggest that MR tissue properties of infants during the first 6 months after birth are approximately the same [35, 36] . Therefore, our optimized protocol should be optimal for infants up to 6 months of age. Furthermore our methods can be readily adapted to brains of older children when T1 and T2 relaxation times for the desired age range of interest are known.
In this paper, we proposed to consider the potential effects of acquisition train length on image quality and acquisition efficiency [23] . We were also able to evaluate the overall performance of our proposed optimization method in vivo in preterm and full-term neonates. According to our simulation, the variability between infants of gray matter and white matter T1 values would impact mainly on the optimized inversion recovery time and have few effects on the optimized flip angle.
It has been suggested that centric phase encoding offers 40-100% higher CNR than linear phase encoding [12, 21] . In this study, we proposed an acquisition protocol using the Fig. 10 Comparison of the magnitude of k-space data as a function of spatial frequency for in vivo brain images from a full-term male neonate (gestational age: 40.6 weeks and post menstrual age at scan: 41.9 weeks). Our proposed protocol outperforms the previous protocol at low frequency as well as middle and high frequencies Table 3 Quantitative measures of contrast-to-noise ratio (CNR) and signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) efficiencies using our proposed optimized protocol and a previously published MP-RAGE protocol for neonates [23] Full-term subjects CNR efficiency SNR efficiency SD standard deviation 6/8 partial Fourier factor to shift the center of k-space between the beginning of echo train acquisition and the center of the nominal slice-direction acquisition. We previously demonstrated in adults using both simulations and in vivo experiments [19] that our off-center phase-encoding strategy outperforms centric phase encoding. The k-space optimization is one of the major factors that made our optimized neonatal protocol better than the previously published neonatal protocol. Because the MP-RAGE echo train occurs with linear ordering along the slice phase-encoding direction, partial Fourier simply changes not only the time within the MP-RAGE echo train at which the center of k-space is sampled, but also the echo train length. As a result, shortening acquisition train length along the slice direction greatly improved SNR and CNR efficiencies. Our results also show that for images acquired with MP-RAGE, reduced acquisition train length attenuated the high spatial frequencies. In contrast, in FSE the high spatial frequency components are attenuated with long echo train length [37, 38] . The major reason for this discrepancy is that with long acquisition train length, T1 recovery dominates in MP-RAGE scans, whereas T2 decay dominates in FSE scans. Additionally, slice partial Fourier acquisition along the slice direction might reduce the magnitude of high spatial frequency components. In this case, we can apply other methods to reduce acquisition train length. For example, we can apply parallel acquisition techniques or increase slice thickness to shorten ATLs for identical brain coverage. We performed in vivo validation of the optimal acquisition train length but not for the echo spacing time, flip angle, k-space center or effective inversion recovery time. However the simulations we used for these in neonates were similar to those in our previous paper in adults, where we were able to validate these findings in vivo [19] .
We noticed that performance improvement in the simulations showed higher percentages than for our in vivo experiments. The possible reasons include: (1) the use of simplified simulations that assumed perfect spoiling; it is quite difficult to achieve perfect spoiling with increasing flip angle [39] and imperfect spoiling affects the estimation accuracy of signal intensity; and (2) the optimization of both SNR and CNR efficiencies in neonates requires knowledge of T1, T2 and proton-density tissue properties for this population. T1 and T2 properties undergo significant changes during the first few months after birth because brain water content decreases markedly [40] . Such changes are most pronounced in the white matter in which the protein and lipid contents also become increasingly myelinated [41] . Therefore the MR properties of neonatal brains (i.e. T1, T2 and proton density) exhibit great variability between term and preterm infants, across different brain regions of a single subject and across subjects [42] . Because of the lack of data, we were unable to account for this variability; without loss of generality, we used average neonatal MR parameters in our simulations [24, 41] .
In this study we chose a fixed receiver bandwidth of 140 Hz/pixel to achieve a higher SNR. A relatively lower bandwidth would generate more signal loss in areas affected by B 0 distortions, increased fat-water shift, and reduced signal because of longer echo time. In this study, TE increased from 2.26 ms to 2.89 ms when the receiver bandwidth was reduced from 200 Hz/pixel to 140 Hz/pixel. Because T2* value of neonatal brain tissue is more than 100 ms, the reduced signal intensity caused by B 0 distortion and longer TE can be negligible. Additionally, the fat content inside the brain is relatively low, and the effect of fat-water shift can be negligible in brain imaging. However this effect can become very important for body imaging, such as spine imaging. When the proposed method is applied to body imaging, it is necessary to consider the trade-off between SNR and fat-water artifacts in choosing the receiver bandwidth.
One of the biggest challenges in neonatal neuroimaging is that neonates, especially non-sedated ones, are more prone than adults to move during image acquisition, thereby introducing motion artifacts. Infants are increasingly scanned during natural sleep, induced by food, comfort and warmth [43] . This is usually successful but can be challenging for scans of long duration. Of our 12 attempts, we were unable to complete half of the scans with a previously published MP-RAGE protocol [21] , likely because of the prolonged 9-min scan time. Our results are highly significant because we were able to reduce the total scan time by almost 60%, while achieving much higher signal intensity and similar contrast both quantitatively (Table 3) and qualitatively (based on blinded assessments by a pediatric neuroradiologist). This advance might also facilitate more accurate neuroradiology readings, especially in conditions that are best diagnosed using T1-weighted imaging such as neonatal hypoxic-ischemic encephalopathy or for more subtle lesions such as punctate white matter lesions in preterm infants. Because such punctate lesions reside in regions such as the periventricular white matter where partial volume effects can obscure diagnosis, increasing CNR becomes more important. Further, 3-D acquisition with isotropic resolution of 1 mm is expected to provide more accurate assessment of lesion load over 2-D T1 fluidattenuated inversion recovery (FLAIR) images with slice thickness greater than 1-mm resolution. Improved SNR and CNR might also enhance automated tissue segmentation of neonatal brain images, which currently utilizes T2-weighted images and lower-resolution T1-weighted images. Neonatal brain tissue segmentation is more difficult than adult brain tissue segmentation because of reduced myelination, smaller field of view, and propensity for motion artifacts that characterize neonatal MRI scans. In future studies, we expect to enhance the accuracy of neonatal tissue segmentation by incorporating higher-contrast T1-weighted images into our existing automated brain segmentation method [44, 45] .
Conclusion
We optimized the MP-RAGE sequence in neonates by employing Bloch's equation and computer simulations under optimal k-space strategy and acquisition train length. We demonstrated that decreasing acquisition train length significantly improved signal and contrast efficiencies. Our in vivo neonatal brain imaging experiments also confirmed that both SNR and CNR efficiencies significantly increased with shorter acquisition train length. Our proposed optimal imaging parameters for neonatal MP-RAGE with a resolution of 1 mm (total slice number of 120 to cover a neonate's whole brain) for the 3-T Siemens Skyra scanner are acquisition train length 90 (slice partial Fourier 6/8), effective inversion recovery time 1,610 ms, bandwidth 140 Hz/pixel, echo spacing time 8.5 ms, and flip angle 12°. Our optimization methodology could be readily extended to other populations (e.g., older children, adults), different organ systems, field strengths and MR sequences.
